, since a product formation typically involves multiple possible steps and pathways and the product is subject to secondary reactions. Consequently, extrapolation of the kinetics and mechanism of hydrocarbon reactions from measured product yields is challenging. Current atmospheric chemical mechanism for the toluene oxidation has been developed mainly on the basis of product yields from the environmental chamber experiments (2) . There exist additional intricate difficulties in the earlier chamber studies, further rendering the chamber approach to be unsuitable for application in developing detailed kinetics and mechanism of the toluene chemistry (1). Noticeably, these limitations included longer reaction times, higher reactant concentrations, wall loss, and lack of online detection and quantification of reactive reactants and products by advanced analytical instruments (1). In particular, the significance of wall loss for reactive and condensable species using the chamber method has been recently demonstrated (5) . In contrast, the experimental methodology by Ji et al. is
advantageous by effective elimination of wall loss and inhibition of secondary reactions, enabling elucidation of the initial steps of the OH-toluene reactions (Fig. 1A) . Furthermore, Newland et al. (2) (1) provide important kinetic and mechanistic data for improving the toluene oxidation mechanism and accurately predicting its role in ozone formation and aerosol nucleation and growth (10, 11) . 
